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Abstract. Precise dynamic race detectors report an error if and only
if an observed program trace exhibits a data race. They must typically
check for races on all memory accesses to ensure that they catch all
races and generate no spurious warnings. However, a race check for a
particular memory access is guaranteed to be redundant if the accessing
thread has already accessed that location within the same release-free
span. A release-free span is any sequence of instructions containing no
lock releases or other “release-like” synchronization operations, such as
wait or fork.
We present a static analysis to identify redundant race checks by reasoning about memory accesses within release-free spans. In contrast to
prior whole program analyses for identifying accesses that are always
race-free, our redundant check analysis is span-local and can also be
made method-local without any major loss in eﬀectiveness. RedCard,
our prototype implementation for the Java language, enables dynamic
race detectors to reduce the number of run-time checks by close to 40%
with no loss in precision.
We also present a complementary shadow proxy analysis for identifying when multiple memory locations can be treated as a single location
by a dynamic race detector, again with no loss in precision. Combined,
our analyses reduce the number of memory accesses requiring checks by
roughly 50%.

1

Introduction

Multithreaded programs are prone to race conditions caused by unintended interference between threads, a problem exacerbated by the broad adoption of
multi-core processors. A race condition occurs when two threads concurrently
perform conflicting memory accesses that read or write the same location, where
at least one access is a write. The order in which the conﬂicting accesses are
performed may aﬀect the program’s subsequent state and behavior, likely with
unintended or erroneous consequences. Such problems may arise only on rare
interleavings, making them diﬃcult to detect, reproduce, and eliminate.
The problems caused by data races have motivated much work on detecting
races via static [1, 3, 5, 15, 23, 30, 40] or dynamic [10, 14, 31, 32, 35, 37, 43] analysis, as well as via post-mortem analyses [2, 9, 34]. In this paper, we focus on
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on-line dynamic race detectors, which detect races by monitoring a program as
it executes. Dynamic race detectors typically use a broad notion of when two
conﬂicting accesses are considered concurrent to maximize coverage, and conﬂicting accesses need not be performed at exactly the same time. Instead, a race
condition is said to occur when there is no “synchronization dependence” between the two accesses, such as the dependence between a lock release by one
thread and a subsequent lock acquire by a diﬀerent thread. These various kinds
of synchronization dependencies form a partial order over the instructions in the
execution trace called the happens-before relation [26]. Two memory accesses are
considered to be concurrent if they are not ordered by this relation.
Dynamic detectors may be classiﬁed by whether they are precise or imprecise.
Precise analyses never produce false alarms. Instead, they compute an exact
representation of the happens-before relation for the observed trace and report
an error if and only if the observed trace has a race condition [18, 28, 32].1
Despite the development of a variety of implementation techniques (including
vector clocks [28, 32], epochs [18], accordion clocks [10], and others [14]), the
overhead of precise dynamic race detectors can still be prohibitive.
A promising approach for improving the performance of precise dynamic race
detectors is to use a static analysis to identify accesses that do not need to be
checked at run time. Several prior analyses identify accesses that are guaranteed
to be race-free, with good results [8, 17, 30, 38], but the more eﬀective analyses
are typically whole-program and quite expensive.
We focus instead on the orthogonal and more tractable property of identifying
race checks that are guaranteed to be redundant, where a race check is redundant
if ignoring that access during dynamic race checking leads to no missed races or
false alarms. Interestingly, whereas verifying an access to be statically race-free
typically requires information about multithreaded control ﬂow, aliasing, and
synchronization most readily computed via whole-program analysis, many race
checks can be veriﬁed as redundant using more local information, speciﬁcally
the locations the current thread has accessed since entering the current releasefree span. Informally, a release-free span is a sequence of instructions containing
no lock releases (or other synchronization operations such as fork that may
similarly introduce an outgoing edge in the happens-before graph).
We present a static analysis for identifying and eliminating redundant race
checks based on this notion. While others have explored removing limited forms
of redundant checks in various imprecise detectors [8, 13] and in programs with
structured parallelism [33], we focus exclusively on redundancy (independent
of the dynamic race detection algorithm used) and tailor our analysis to be
highly eﬀective at reasoning about that notion. It primarily leverages local reasoning about memory accesses, aliasing, data invariants, and synchronization to
1

Precise dynamic race detectors do not reason about all possible traces and may not
identify races occurring on unobserved code paths. While full coverage is desirable,
it comes at the cost of potential false alarms due to the undecidability of the halting
problem. To avoid false alarms, precise race detectors thus focus on detecting race
conditions only on the observed trace.
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eliminate a substantial amount of redundant checking for any dynamic race detector, with no loss in precision.
Redundant Check Elimination. A release-free span is a code fragment containing no operations that create out-going edges in the happens-before graph.
Thus release-free spans may not contain lock releases (which create happensbefore edges from the release to any subsequent acquires by other threads), forks
(which create edges from the fork to the ﬁrst step of the new thread), writes to
volatiles (which create edges from the write to subsequent reads), and so on.
Spans exhibit a key property for our analysis: if an access to a memory location
is in a race with a step by another thread, all previous accesses to that memory
location within the current span will also be in a race with the other thread.
To illustrate why this property holds, suppose
Thread A
Thread B
Thread A executes some span reading x.f twice while
Thread B writes to x.f. If the write is in a race with
y1 = x.f
the second read, then it must also be in a race with
the ﬁrst. If this were not the case, then the happens...
before graph for the racy execution would have the
...
y2 = x.f
form shown on the right, where the dashed line is
x.f = 1
present due to the synchronization operation ensuring
that the write happens after the ﬁrst read. However,
this situation is impossible, because release-free spans
contain no out-going edges to steps by other threads, and so the dashed line
cannot exist. Thus it is suﬃcient for a dynamic race detector to check for races
only on the ﬁrst access to a memory location in each span. It may ignore any
subsequent accesses without any loss in precision.
At a high level, our analysis records at each program point a context Π
containing available paths describing memory locations previously accessed in the
current release-free span, as well as other local state invariants we describe later.
To illustrate this idea, consider the code to the right in
1
synchronized(m) {
which lines 1–3 form a release-free span. Our system
2
y = x. fCheck ;
veriﬁes that x.f is an available path at line 3, and
3
y = x. fNoCheck ;
thus labels only the ﬁrst access in the span as Check
4
}
to indicate that the dynamic detector must examine
5
y = x . fCheck ;
that access. No paths are available after the span ends
on line 4, and the detector must again check the ﬁrst access to x.f in the new
span.
To support arrays, contexts may also include universally quantiﬁed paths,
as in the code in Figure 1, which clears a two-dimensional array. The comments indicate the most salient context items inferred at various program points.
Examining the inner loop on lines 3–6, the Check annotation for assignment
“a[i]NoCheck[j]Check = 0” on line 5 indicates that only a single check, on the
access to the jth element of array a[i], is required on each iteration of the
loop. Race checks on the access a[i] on 5 are redundant, because that location was previously checked, as indicated by its presence in the context on line
4. Removing these checks substantially reduces the number of run-time checks
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// Π : ∅
for (int i = 0; i < a . length; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < a[i]Check . length; j++) {
// Π : a[i], ∀(k ∈ 0 to j). a[i][k]
a[i]NoCheck [j]Check = 0;
}
// Π : ∀(h ∈ 0 to i). ∀(j ∈ 0 to a[h].length). a[h][j]
}
// Π : ∀(i ∈ 0 to a.length). ∀(j ∈ 0 to a[i].length). a[i][j]
Fig. 1. Redundant Check Elimination for Arrays

performed. The post-loop context on 9 shows that any subsequent accesses to
this two-dimensional array within the current span would also be check-free.
Shadow Proxies. Our analysis also identiﬁes memory locations for which no
checks are ever required, which further reduces time and space overhead since
no analysis (or shadow ) state needs to be maintained for such locations. Our
approach is based on the observation that accesses to diﬀerent memory locations
are often correlated. For example, a Point object may be used in such a way
that whenever its x ﬁeld is accessed, its y ﬁeld is accessed in the same span.
We say that y is a shadow proxy for x in this case, and any race on x naturally
implies that there is a race on y. A dynamic race detector will thus still detect
the presence of a race, even if all accesses to x are ignored. Our analysis also
identiﬁes shadow proxy relationships between array elements.



. We have implemented our analysis in RedCard (Redundant Checks
for Race Detectors) for Java bytecode programs. On a collection of benchmarks,
RedCard reduced the number of run-time race condition checks required by a
precise detector by roughly 40%. When conﬁgured to also infer shadow proxies,
RedCard reduced the number of checks by close to 50%. Eliminating these
redundant checks in the FastTrack dynamic race detector [18] improved its
running-time by about 25%.
A number of other tools, such as Chord [30], leverage global may-happen-inparallel or other ﬂow-insensitive analyses to reason about conﬂicting accesses.
This can be quite eﬀective at ﬁnding unnecessary checks in some programs, but
typically requires more expensive and less scalable global reasoning. We compare
RedCard to Chord-like analyses in more detail in our experimental validation.
Contributions. In summary, this paper:
– deﬁnes a notion of a redundant check for precise dynamic race detectors,
describes an analysis to identify redundant checks as an eﬀect system for an
idealized language, and proves this analysis is correct (Sections 2 and 3);
– extends the core analysis to handle arrays (Section 4) and to identify shadow
proxies, which characterize memory locations that can be ignored by race
detectors entirely, with no loss in precision (Section 5);
– describes our RedCard system for inferring redundant accesses in Java
programs (Section 6); and
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P ∈ Program
D ∈ Defn
meth ∈ Method
s ∈ Stmt
e
be
v
k

∈
∈
∈
∈

Expr
BoolExpr
Value
CheckOption
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::= D s1 || . . . ||sn
::= class C { f meth }
::= m(x) spec { s; return r }
::= skip | s; s | if be s s | while be s | x = e | x = new C
| y.f k = x | x = y.f k | x = y.m(z) | acq x | rel x
::=
⊆
::=
::=

C ∈ ClassName
x, y, r ∈ Var

x | v | ...
Expr
ρ | true | false | null | . . .
Check | NoCheck
f ∈ FieldName
ρ ∈ Address

m ∈ MethodName

Fig. 2. RedJava Syntax

– shows that, on a collection of benchmarks, RedCard reduces the number
of access checks required by a precise detector by close to 50%, leading to a
roughly 25% speedup in the FastTrack race detector (Section 7).

2

RedJava Language and Semantics

We formalize our analysis for the idealized language RedJava, a multithreaded
subset of Java summarized in Figure 2. A RedJava program P is a sequence
of class deﬁnitions D together with a sequence of statements s1 || . . . ||sn . At run
time, the statements in s1 || . . . ||sn are evaluated concurrently by multiple threads.
Each deﬁnition associates a class name C with a collection of ﬁeld and method
declarations. Field declarations are simply names and contain no type information. (We assume that standard typing requirements are veriﬁed for RedJava
programs via a separate analysis. Enforcing a traditional typing discipline is orthogonal to the concerns of this paper and omitted for simplicity.) A method
declaration “m(x) spec { s; return r }” deﬁnes a method m with parameters
x and statement body s. The method returns the value stored in variable r.
The variable this is implicitly bound to the receiver in the method body. We
assume that all methods have unique names to avoid type-based method resolution. Methods also contain speciﬁcations, as described below.
RedJava statements are expressed in a low-level language somewhat analogous to JVM bytecode. Statement forms include sequential composition, conditionals, while loops, and method calls. Local variables, which are not explicitly
declared, can be mutated via the assignment statement “x = e”. We leave the
set of expressions e intentionally unspeciﬁed but assume that they range over at
least null, boolean values, variable identiﬁers, and object addresses.
The object allocation statement “x = new C” assigns a freshly allocated C object to variable x, where all ﬁelds of that object are initialized to null. Field read
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(x = y.fk ) and write (y.fk = x) statements includes a check tag k, which is
Check if the dynamic race detector should verify it for race-freedom and NoCheck
if the dynamic race detector should skip verifying that access. As in Java, each
object x has a corresponding mutual exclusion lock with operations acq x and
rel x.
A program D s1 || . . . ||sn executes by evaluating the statements s1 , . . . , sn in
concurrent threads. A companion technical report [19] formalizes a small-step
semantics describing evaluation as a relation D  Σ →a Σ  , where the run-time
state Σ stores a heap of dynamically allocated objects; and Σ  is the same heap
updated with the eﬀects of this step. The Action a records any shared-memory
or synchronization operation performed by the step. For example, the action
t : acc(ρ.f Check ) denotes that the thread identiﬁer t ∈ Tid performed a checked
access to the ﬁeld f of the object at address ρ. The special action t :  denotes a
step that has no heap eﬀect.
u, t ∈ Tid
::= 1 | 2 | . . .
a, b ∈ Action ::= t : acc(ρ.f k ) | t : acq(ρ) | t : rel(ρ) | t : 
α ∈ Trace ::= Action
The relation D  Σ →α Σ  is the reﬂexive transitive closure of the single-step
relation and formalizes the behavior of a Trace α = a1 · a2 · · · an . The initial
state Σ0 contains a freshly-allocated object for each free variable in s1 || . . . ||sn .
Those objects may be referenced by multiple threads.
2.1

Race Conditions and Dynamic Race Detection

The happens-before relation for trace α is the smallest reﬂexive, transitive relation <α on α such that a <α b if a occurs before b in α and either: a and b are
performed by the same thread; or a releases some lock and b acquires that lock.
Two operations are concurrent if they are not ordered by the happens-before
relation, and two accesses conflict if they read or write to the same location ρ.f .
Our deﬁnition of conﬂicting accesses implies that two reads may conﬂict, which
simpliﬁes our formal development. We address commuting read operations in
Section 6. A trace has a race condition if it has a pair of concurrent conﬂicting
accesses. Moreover, a trace has a detected race condition if it has a pair of
concurrent conﬂicting accesses that are both marked as Check.
We now consider which accesses in a trace require checks. A release-free
span, or simply a span, is the sequence of instructions by a thread between
two release statements. A trace is well-formed if each unchecked access t :
acc(ρ.f NoCheck ) is preceded by a checked access t : acc(ρ.f Check ) in the same span,
under the assumption the trace preﬁx up to the unchecked access is race-free.
To motivate this race-free assumption, consider the
y1 = x . fCheck ;
code fragment to the right. We would like to annoz1 = y1 . gCheck ;
tate the last read y2.g as NoCheck, arguing that y1
y2 = x . fNoCheck ;
and y2 are aliases, and that y1.g was previously read.
z2 = y2 . gNoCheck ;
However, concurrent racy writes to x.f could cause y1
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Π ∈ Context
::= π
π ∈ ContextItem
::= p | c | be
c ∈ AliasConstraint ::= x = p

P, Q ∈ PathSet
p
∈ Path
K ∈ ModifiesSet
κ

::=
::=
::=
::=
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p
x.f
κ
f | All

Fig. 3. Contexts, Path Sets, and Modiﬁes Sets

and y2 to diﬀer. The race-free preﬁx assumption precludes this possibility and
enables the unchecked read of y2.gNoCheck.
The following theorem, which is proved in the companion technical report,
shows that the checked accesses in well-formed traces are suﬃcient to guarantee
that, for any trace with one or more race conditions, at least one of those races
will be detected. In practice, our implementation detects all races on all of our
benchmarks, since the above corner case in which one race masks another race
is extremely rare.
Theorem 1 (Race Detection). Any well-formed trace has a race condition if
and only if it has a detected race condition.

3

Redundant Check Elimination

We now develop a static analysis for identifying which accesses are redundant
(that is, race-free race under the assumption that previous accesses are race-free).
For presentation purposes, we describe our analysis as a decision procedure for
verifying NoCheck annotations, but this decision procedure naturally maps to an
inter-procedural least-ﬁxed point algorithm for inferring NoCheck annotations in
our implementation, as described in Section 6.
Our analysis tracks a context Π that includes paths p of the form x.f that
have already been accessed in the current span.2 In the simple case, redundant
check elimination can be accomplished by standard compiler optimizations for
redundant load elimination (see, e.g. [4, 24, 39]), which may remove the second
redundant read of x.f entirely. However, redundant check elimination applies in
more general cases, for example when iterating through an array for a second
time in a span, since the array contents likely would not ﬁt in the register ﬁle,
or on a read that occurs after diﬀerent writes on diﬀerent control-ﬂow paths.
To help identify redundant checks, the context includes must-alias information, such as the equality y1 = y2 from the earlier example in Section 2.1. Finally
the context includes boolean constraints over local variables, which additionally
aid in reasoning about both aliasing and array accesses, as discussed below.
To facilitate modular reasoning, each method carries a speciﬁcation
spec ∈ MethodSpec
2

= requires P ensures Q modifies K

We discuss longer access paths, such as a.f[i], in Section 6.
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D  s : Π ; Π
[Skip]

D  skip : Π

; Π

[Acq]

D  acq x : Π

; Π

[Rel]

D  rel x : Π

; Π \ All

[Assign]

Dx = e:Π
D  x = new C : Π

[New]

; Π[x := w] ∪ {x = e[x := w]}
; Π[x := w]
[Write]

[Read]
k = NoCheck ⇒ Π  y.f
p = (y.f )[x := w]
Π  = Π[x := w] ∪ {x = p, p}
D  x = y.f k : Π ; Π 
[If]

k = NoCheck ⇒ Π  y.f
Π  = (Π \ f ) ∪ {x = y.f, y.f }
D  y.f k = x : Π ; Π 

[While]

D  s1 : Π ∪ {be} ; Π1
D  s2 : Π ∪ {¬be} ; Π2
D  if be s1 s2 : Π ; (Π1  Π2 )
[Seq]
D  s1 : Π ; Π 
D  s2 : Π  ; Π 
D  s1 ; s2 : Π ; Π 

Π   Πinv
Π  Πinv
D  s : (Πinv ∪ {be}) ; Π 
D  while be s : Π ; (Πinv ∪ {¬be})

[Call]
m(z  ) requires P ensures Q modifies K { . . . return r } ∈ D
θ = [z  := z, this := y, r := x]
∀p ∈ θ(P ). Π  p
D  x = y.m(z) : Π ; (Π \ K)[x := w] ∪ θ(Q)

[Method]
m is unique in D
s does not mutate this, x
K contains all fields that may be modified while evaluating s
K contains All if a lock may be released while evaluating s
FV(Q) ⊆ {this, x, r}
FV(P ) ⊆ {this, x}
D  s : P ; Q
Q  Q
D  m(x) requires P ensures Q modifies K { s; return r }
D  meth

D

 D s1 || . . . ||sn

[Class]
∀meth ∈ meth. D  meth
D  class C { f meth }

[Declarations]
∀D ∈ D. D  D
D

[Program]
D
∀i ∈ 1..n. D  si : ∅ ; Π
 D s1 || . . . ||sn

Π \ K, Π \ κ
Π \ {κ1 , . . . , κn } = Π \ κ1 \ . . . \ κn
Π \ f = { p ∈ Π } ∪ { be ∈ Π } ∪ { (y = p) ∈ Π | p = x.f }
Π \ All = { be ∈ Π }

Fig. 4. Analysis (We assume w is fresh in all rules.)

where the PathSet P denotes the paths that must be in the context at any
call site to the method, which enables inter-procedural check elimination. The
PathSet Q denotes paths that are available at the end of the method body, and
the ModifiesSet K denotes ﬁelds that may be modiﬁed by the method body. (See
Figure 3.) The ModiﬁesSet K also contains the special token All if the method
contains a lock release or other span-ending operation.
3.1

Type System

The core of our analysis is the set of rules in Figure 4 deﬁning the judgment
D  s : Π ; Π  , where the context Π denotes available paths and constraints
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that hold in the pre-state of statement s, and context Π  similarly characterizes
the post-state of s. The deﬁnitions D are included to provide access to class
declarations. The complete set of statement typing rules, as well as rules for
additional judgments to check declarations and programs, appear in Figure 4.
We describe the most salient rules below.
[Assign] Assigning to a local variable x may aﬀect constraints or paths con-

taining x. Simply removing all such elements mentioning x from Π would be
overly conservative. Instead, we introduce a class of Skolem variables that are
implicitly existentially quantiﬁed. The post-context for a statement x = e
from a pre-context Π is then computed to be Π[x := w] ∪ {x = e[x := w]},
where the fresh implicitly existentially quantiﬁed variable w captures the
pre-assignment value of x. (The substitution Π[x := w] replaces all occurrences of x with w in Π, and similarly for e[x := w].)
To illustrate this rule, consider the code fragment to the
Check
;
right. The context prior to the assignment to z contains a = z . f
NoCheck
;
b
=
z
.
f
a = z.f and b = z.f, which implies a and b are aliases.
z
=
y;
After the assignment to z, the context will contain
Check
;
a = w.f and b = w.f for some fresh w. Thus we may t1 = a . g
NoCheck
;
t2
=
b
.
g
still prove a and b are aliases and the last access is redundant, even though a and b are no longer equal to z.f.
Note that this rule adds the equality x = e[x := w] to Π, where e may be
any expression. The most useful equality constraints for reasoning about ﬁeld
accesses have the form x = y, but we will see in Section 4 that constraints
over more complex scalar expressions are crucial for reasoning about array
accesses.
[Read] For the read statement x = y.f k , we verify that y.f has already been
accessed in the current span if k = NoCheck. To do this, we could simply
require that y.f ∈ Π. However, this syntactic notion of membership does
not take into account aliasing or other information. Thus we introduce the
context implication relation Π  y.f to indicate that the elements in context
Π imply that y.f has been accessed, perhaps via an aliased name:
Π  y.f

iﬀ

Π  z = y ∧ z.f ∈ Π

Any sound decision procedure may be used to implement the relation Π 
z = y. In our implementation, we leverage the SMT solver Z3 [11], making
sure that the translation into Z3’s input language is appropriately conservative. Below, we use a generalized context implication relation Π  π to
express that the context Π implies the context item π, which may be a path,
alias constraint, or a boolean constraint.
The substitution y.f [x := w] in this rule ensures that the proper elements
are added to post-context Π  in the case where y = x.
[Write] For the write statement y.f k = x, we verify that y.f has already been
accessed in the current span if k = NoCheck. To compute the post-context
Π  , we remove all equalities referring to the f ﬁeld of an object via the
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operation Π \ f deﬁned in Figure 4. After the assignment, we include both
the equality x = y.f and the available path y.f in Π  .
[If] The rule for conditionals merges the post-contexts of the then and else
branches via the meet operator
Π1  Π2 = { π ∈ Π1 ∪ Π2 | Π1  π and Π2  π }
This operator computes the largest set of facts in Π1 ∪ Π2 that are provable
from both Π1 and Π2 . Those contexts may refer to diﬀerent Skolem variables,
but this rule does not attempt to unify them in any way. Thus, any π in
Π1  Π2 will only refer to Skolem variables appearing in both Π1 and Π2 .
[While] The rule for loops identiﬁes an appropriate loop invariant context
Πinv that is implied by the pre-state of the loop and also preserved by each
iteration of the loop body. Implication between contexts is deﬁned as
Π 1  Π2

iﬀ

∀π ∈ Π2 . Π1  π

Our implementation uses a form of Cartesian predicate abstraction [20,22] to
heuristically compute appropriate loop invariants, as described in Section 6.
It synthesizes initial candidate invariants based on loop induction variable
and bounds information extracted from the code and pattern matching for
common idioms.
[Call] This rule for a method call x = y.m(z1..n ) ﬁrst ensures that there is a
corresponding method deﬁnition
m(z  ) requires P ensures Q modifies K { s; return r }
and creates a substitution θ to map this, the formal parameters z  , and the
result variable r to the corresponding variables y, z, and x at the call site.
The PathSet precondition P describes paths that must be available at call
sites, and this rule checks that each path p ∈ θ(P ) is entailed by Π.
The ModiﬁesSet K contains ﬁelds assigned to while evaluating the body of m
(either directly, or indirectly while evaluating a nested method call), as well
as a special token All if m performs a release or other span-ending operation.
(That requirement is enforced in [Method].) The operation Π \ K removes
any invalidated constraints from the context Π. We also replace occurrences
of x in Π as in the previous rules and add the paths from the method’s
post-context Q, yielding the ﬁnal context Π  = (Π \ K)[x := w] ∪ θ(Q).
[Acq] Acquires do not change the current context.
[Rel] Once a lock is released, we cannot assume any location is race-free or
any aliasing constraint still holds. Thus, we remove all aliasing information
and available paths from the context, leaving just the boolean expression
constraints, which only refer to local variables.
3.2

Correctness

We state our main soundness theorem for an appropriate extensions of our type
system to run-time states, denoted D, α  Σ. (Please see [19] for the full formal
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development). This judgment ensures that the run-time state is consistent with
the statically-computed context for each thread. The judgment includes the trace
α to provide information about previous accesses performed within currently
active spans. Any veriﬁed program state Σ generates only well formed traces α:
Theorem 2 (Soundness). If D;   Σ and Σ −→α Σ  , then α is well-formed.
Thus, by Theorem 2, a race detector can safely ignore NoCheck accesses in any
veriﬁed program, with no loss in precision.

4

Arrays

In order to better optimize array-intensive programs, we extend our analysis to
support universally quantiﬁed paths, as illustrated by the following code fragment to clear an array, as well as computed analysis contexts:
i = 0;
// Π : i = 0
while (i < a. length) {
// Π : ∀(j ∈ 0 to i). a[j], i < a.length
a[i]Check = 0;
// Π : ∀(j ∈ 0 to i). a[j], a[i], i < a.length
i = i + 1;
// Π : ∀(j ∈ 0 to i ). a[j], a[i], i = i + 1, i < a.length
}
// Π : ∀(j ∈ 0 to a.length). a[j], i ≥ a.length

We wish to infer that after the loop terminates, all array elements have been
accessed, which we capture as the universally quantified path
∀j ∈ (0 to a.length). a[j]
stating that array elements a[0], a[1], . . . , a[a.length−1] have been accessed.
Verifying this loop post-condition naturally requires a corresponding loop invariant path
∀j ∈ (0 to i). a[j]
and also a richer constraint language to capture relevant invariants on indexed
variables. For example, on entry to the loop, the equality i = 0 ensures that the
loop invariant holds initially:
{ i = 0 } ⇒ { ∀j ∈ (0 to i). a[j] }
Moreover, the invariant holds on the loop’s back edge due to the following implication, where the Skolem variable i refers to the value of i before the increment:
{ ∀j ∈ (0 to i ). a[j], a[i ], i = i + 1 } ⇒ { ∀j ∈ (0 to i). a[j] }
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::= . . . | x = new C[z] | x = y[z]k | y[z]k = x

s ∈ Stmt

p ∈ Path
::= x.f | x[e]
qp ∈ QuantifiedPath ::= p | ∀i ∈ r. qp
r ∈ StridedRange
::= e to e by e
π ∈ ContextItem

::= qp | c | be

D  s : Π ; Π
[Array Read]
k = NoCheck ⇒ Π  y[z]
p = (y[z])[x := w]
Π  = Π[x := w] ∪ {x = p, p}
D  x = y[z]k : Π ; Π 

[Array Write]
k = NoCheck ⇒ Π  y[z]
Π  = (Π \ Array) ∪ {x = y[z], y[z]}
D  y[z]k = x : Π ; Π 

Fig. 5. RedJava Extensions to Support Arrays

Finally, on loop termination, we verify:
{ ∀j ∈ (0 to i). a[j], i ≥ a.length } ⇒ { ∀j ∈ (0 to a.length). a[j] }
Figure 5 formalizes the extended language of quantiﬁed paths and type rules
used by our analysis. Paths now include array accesses x[z] as well as ﬁeld
accesses. Paths may also include an enclosing quantiﬁcation (∀i ∈ r. •) over a
strided range r of the form “estart to eend by estep ”, which represents the set
of indices { i ∈ [estart , eend ) | (i − estart ) mod estep = 0 }. (We abbreviate the
strided range “estart to eend by 1” as “estart to eend ”.)
The rule [Array Write] for an array assignment y[z] = x uses the operation
Π \ Array, deﬁned below, to remove from Π any information dependent on
array values. We also include Array as a possible ModiﬁesSet component κ in
method speciﬁcations.
κ ::= f | All | Array
Π \ Array = { p ∈ Π } ∪ { be ∈ Π } ∪ { (x = p) ∈ Π | p = y[e] }
This treatment of array writes is quite coarse since an assignment to any array
eliminates facts about all arrays in the program. In practice, we use a type-based
rule that, when an array of type C is modiﬁed, eliminates only facts dependent
on values stored in arrays of type C. This reﬁnement works well in practice, but
further reﬁnements based on more precise points-to information could be used
in cases where it proves insuﬃcient.

5

Shadow Proxies

Identifying redundant checks can improve the performance of dynamic race detectors, but it does not directly reduce the memory overhead of keeping analysis
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(or shadow ) state for each memory location. Various race detectors [32, 43] have
explored using one shadow state per object or array, but this approach may
produce spurious warnings.
We now explore how to reduce the number of shadow states via static analysis,
while still preserving precision. Our approach is based on the observation that
accesses to diﬀerent memory locations are often correlated. For example, an
object ρ of type C with ﬁelds f and g may be used in such a way that whenever
ρ.g is accessed, ρ.f will also be accessed in the same span. Thus any data race
on ρ.g naturally implies there is a race on ρ.f . In this case, we say that ρ.f is a
proxy location for ρ.g, and we say that f is a proxy field for g, written f g, if
that proxy relationship holds for all C objects.
If f
g, then a race checker may forego allocating shadow state for g ﬁelds
and ignore all accesses to them while still providing the following guarantees for
all objects ρ:
– If no races are found on ρ.f , then both ρ.f and ρ.g are race-free.
– No races will be reported on ρ.g, since those accesses are not checked.
– A detected race on ρ.f implies that there is a race on ρ.f and that there
may be a race on ρ.g.
Note that if both f g and g f (i.e., f and g are always accessed together),
then the third guarantee may be strengthened to:
– A detected race on ρ.f implies that there are races on both ρ.f and ρ.g.
However, the weaker asymmetric requirement f g enables more check elimination and memory footprint reduction while still providing the useful correctness
guarantee of always detecting a data race on any trace containing one.
Although space limitations prevent a full discussion, we summarize type system extensions for identifying proxy ﬁelds in the rest of this section. The key
typing requirement is that f
g if and only if, for each access instruction
x = y.g k or y.g k = x, either
– Π  y.f , where Π is the instruction’s computed context; or
– Π   y.f , where Π  is the computed context for some instruction in the same
span that post-dominates the access to g.
The ﬁrst clause captures cases when f is accessed before g, and the second
captures the converse. If these requirements hold, all race checks for g are redundant. In our Java implementation, we compute the post-dominator relation
assuming all unchecked exceptions, such as NullPointerExceptions, are errors
in the source code and guarantee no loss in precision only on error-free traces.
Array entries may also have proxies. Location ρ[i] is a proxy location for ρ[j]
if ρ[i] is accessed in every span accessing ρ[j]. We say that i is a proxy index
for j if that requirement holds for all array accesses in a program. Distinguishing
arrays by allocation site (via, for example, a standard points-to analysis) enables
a more precise deﬁnition: i l j if i is a proxy index for j for all arrays allocated
at source location l. The key typing requirement for arrays is that i l j if and
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only if, for each access instruction x = y[z]k or y[z]k = x such that y may be
an array allocated at source location l and z’s value may be j, either
– Π  y[i], where Π is the instruction’s computed context; or
– Π   y[i], where Π  is the computed context for some instruction in the
same span that post-dominates the array access.
Given this deﬁnition, the race check on an access y[z] is redundant if, for every
possible value j for z and allocation site l for y, there exists an i such that i l j.
Typically, shadow proxies for all indices of an array can be summarized quite
succinctly. For example, the relation ∀i. (i div 4)∗ 4 l i indicates that all arrays
allocated at l are divided into chunks of four elements, where the ﬁrst index in
each chunk is a proxy for the other three indexes in the chunk. Any array access
instruction guaranteed not to touch one of the proxies may be tagged with
NoCheck. Moreover, a race detector can use the shadow location maintained
for each chunk’s proxy when checking accesses to any elements in the chunk,
reducing the number of required shadow locations for an array of n elements
from n to n/4. Similar reductions in checking and memory requirements are
possible for many diﬀerent proxy relations, several of which are described below.
The shadow proxy analysis requires information about each span. However,
one may be able to identify many proxies without examining all spans: for example, proxies among private ﬁelds can be found by examining only a single class
at a time. We could also augment our system with simple “proxy speciﬁcations”
on classes, which could then be subsequently veriﬁed by a modular analysis. We
hope to explore these items in more detail in the future.

6

Implementation

We have implemented our analysis for the full Java language as part of a tool
called RedCard. This analysis reads in bytecode programs and labels each ﬁeld
and array access as either NoCheck or Check. It outputs a list of the accesses
marked NoCheck, and that list may then be used to optimize any dynamic race
detector. Transforming our type system to the full Java language and an inference algorithm for bytecode is mostly straightforward. We describe the most
interesting implementation details below.
We implemented RedCard in the WALA analysis infrastructure [41], which
represents method bodies as control ﬂow graphs over instructions in SSA form.
The tool analyzes all methods appearing in a call graph built by WALA using
0-CFA. RedCard implements the relation Π  π via the Z3 SMT Solver [11].
For each instruction in each method, we compute a context Π via dataﬂow
analysis. All contexts begin as the special context Top, where Π  Top = Π for
all contexts Π. The analysis then uses a meet operator and transfer functions
based on the system presented in Section 3.1 to compute the maximal ﬁxed
point solution for the contexts for each instruction. RedCard handles all basic
synchronization operations present in Java, including locks, volatile variables,
fork/join, wait/notify, and so on. RedCard then identiﬁes each memory access
instruction for which its context implies a check is redundant.
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Intra- and Inter-Procedural Modes. RedCard processes methods in one
of two modes: an intra-procedural mode in which RedCard assumes the most
conservative speciﬁcation “requires { } ensures { } modifies { All }” for
all methods and proceeds to infer redundant checks via an intra-procedural
dataﬂow analysis; or an inter-procedural mode in which RedCard uses a contextinsensitive inter-procedural dataﬂow analysis to infer both method speciﬁcations
and redundant checks. The inter-procedural mode also uses a class hierarchy
analysis to reason about method resolution. This mode yields better results
when precise speciﬁcations are not available, but it is also a more complex and
compute-intensive analysis.
Distinguishing Reads and Writes. Up to this point, our analysis has not
distinguished reads and writes. However, it is necessary to do so in practice since
precise dynamic race detectors treat them diﬀerently. Speciﬁcally, two concurrent
accesses are considered conﬂicting only when at least one of them is a write.
Given this distinction, RedCard uses the following rules to determine whether
a check is redundant:
– A dynamic check on a write is redundant if there is a previous write to the
same location in the current span.
– A dynamic check on a read is redundant if there is a previous read or write
to the same location in the current span.
Thus, we record in Π whether each access p is a read or a write, and we adjust
the deﬁnition of redundancy to match the above. For simplicity, we continue to
treat all accesses uniformly in the examples below.
Libraries. Since we evaluate RedCard when used in conjunction with FastTrack, RedCard follows FastTrack’s treatment of libraries: Fields of library
classes are not checked for races, and synchronization operations internal to libraries are assumed to not be used to protect any of the target’s data and
are ignored. However, several key library methods from java.lang.Object and
java.lang.Thread, such as Object.notify and Thread.start, are treated specially as synchronizing operations. These assumptions may cause FastTrack
to report false alarms (since necessary synchronization within libraries may be
ignored), but we have never observed false alarms for the benchmarks studied.
RedCard treats synchronization in libraries in exactly the same way, thereby
leaving the completeness/soundness guarantees of FastTrack unchanged. The
programmer can also provide more precise library module speciﬁcations or fully
analyze speciﬁc library classes via RedCard command-line options.
φ-functions. WALA’s SSA representation makes some aspects of the dataﬂow
analysis much easier since local variables are immutable. However, SSA does have
φ-functions for merging multiple deﬁnitions into a single variable at meet-points
in the CFG, as in the following example, which also shows how we compute Π
for the entry to the block containing a φ-function:
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x1 = ...

x2 = ...

Π1

Π2
x = φ(x1,x2)
...

Π = (Π1 [x := w1 ] ∪ {x = x1})
 (Π2 [x := w2 ] ∪ {x = x2})

In essence, we equate x with the appropriate variable in the incoming contexts
Π1 and Π2 . Contexts propagated along back edges introduce one additional
complexity. For example, if Π2 is the context propagated back to the top of a
loop containing the deﬁnition of x, then Π2 may already include references to
x. Thus, we replace all occurrences of x in Π2 with a fresh, Skolem variable w2 ,
and similarly modify Π1 , prior to adding the equalities and computing the meet
of the resulting contexts.
Path Expansion. Our previously deﬁned meet operator can be overly coarse
at meet-points. To illustrate why, consider the following program and contexts:
a = ...
t1 = a.fCheck
y1 = t1.gCheck

Π1 = { a.f, t1 = a.f, t1.g, y1 = t1.g }
t2 = a.fCheck
y2 = t2.gCheck

Π1

Π2
t3 = a.fNoCheck
y3 = t3.gNoCheck

Π2 = { a.f, t2 = a.f, t2.g, y2 = t2.g }
Π1  Π2 = { π ∈ Π1 ∪ Π2 | Π1  π and Π2  π }
= {a.f}

Both branches access a.f.g. Thus, the check on y3 = t3.g is redundant. However, we cannot prove that because the context for the start of the ﬁnal block
would be Π1  Π2 = {a.f}. In essence, the meet operation loses information
about available paths because incoming contexts may encode aliasing via different local variables. To reason more precisely about such situations at meetpoints, we permit paths to include more than one ﬁeld or array reference, and
RedCard expands each access path in Π1 and Π2 , using their respective aliasing
constraints, until the access paths refer only to variables deﬁned by instructions
common to both control-ﬂow paths leading to the meet point (i.e., that dominate the meet-point). In Π1 above, t1.g and t1 = a.f are combined to obtain
a.f.g. The same path is similarly derived from Π2 . These expanded paths are
added back into Π1 and Π2 before  is applied, yielding
(Π1 ∪ {a.f.g})  (Π2 ∪ {a.f.g}) = { a.f, a.f.g }
which does allow us to conclude that checking for races on y3 = t3.g is redundant. Supporting longer paths requires changes to PathSet and ModiﬁesSet
operations, but it is mostly straightforward. Our implementation limits paths to
contain at most four ﬁeld or array references to ensure termination.
Loop Invariants. RedCard infers loop invariants with a specialized form of
Cartesian predicate abstraction [20, 22] on both access paths and constraints.
More speciﬁcally, we compute the loop invariant context Πinv in rule [while] by
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ﬁrst heuristically generating a conjectured context Πheuristic and then repeatedly
analyzing the loop body to infer the maximal Πinv ⊆ Πheuristic that is a valid
loop invariant. Our heuristics conjecture invariants based, in part, on the context
that ﬁrst ﬂows to the loop head, inferred loop induction variables, and pattern
matching for common idioms. Unusual array access patterns, complex index
computations, and irreducible ﬂow graphs may be problematic for our approach,
but we found it to work quite well in practice for most loops, including nested
loops iterating over multi-dimensional arrays in various ways.
Shadow Proxies. After computing the contexts for every program point, RedCard infers ﬁeld shadow proxies by conjecturing that each ﬁeld is a proxy for
every other ﬁeld and then refuting the conjectures that do not hold.
To identify array shadow proxies, RedCard ﬁrst conjectures a set of possible
index relations that hold for all arrays allocated at each allocation site l. These
include relations of the form “∀i. F (i) l i” where F (i) is one of the following:
F (i) = 0
F (i) = 1

F (i) = (i div 4) ∗ 4
F (i) = (i div 8) ∗ 8

F (i) = i mod 4
F (i) = i mod 8

The ﬁrst column characterizes whole arrays proxied by a single index, the middle
column characterizes arrays divided into chunks where an index is proxied by the
ﬁrst index in its chunk, and the right column characterizes arrays that are always
traversed by a ﬁxed stride (e.g., every fourth element is touched). RedCard
then refutes the proxy relations for arrays that do not hold. We believe further
improvements could be made by expanding this set of conjectures and reﬁning
our analysis to reason about more sophisticated patterns.
Code Transformations. A variety of code transformations signiﬁcantly improve the number of statically identiﬁable redundant checks. One particularly
useful transformation is loop unrolling [8,38]. For example, the following loop (on
the left) performs N run-time race checks on a.f. Assuming m does not modify
a.f, all of these checks are redundant except the ﬁrst. Thus the semanticallyequivalent version on the right performs only one check.

for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
a . fCheck .m();
}

i = 0;
if (i < N) {
a . fCheck . m();
for (i = 1; i < N; i++) { a . fNoCheck . m(); }
}

RedCard currently implements loop unrolling via a source-to-source translation
step occurring prior to the dataﬂow analysis. Another transformation we hope
to explore in the future is method specialization based on available paths at
diﬀerent call sites. This optimization is synergistic with loop unrolling, since a
method called inside the loop body can be specialized to two versions: one for
the ﬁrst iteration outside the loop, and one version for inside the loop where
fewer checks may be necessary.
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Evaluation

We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of RedCard by evaluating its ability to eliminate redundant checks in a variety of benchmarks. We ﬁrst describe our experimental framework and analysis time, then show the percentage of access
checks removed by RedCard for each program, and ﬁnally demonstrate how
eliminating checks improves the performance of the FastTrack race detector.
Benchmark Configuration. We performed experiments on the following benchmarks: elevator, a discrete event simulator for elevators [38]; hedc, a tool to access astrophysics data from Web sources [38]; tsp, a Traveling Salesman Problem
solver [38]; mtrt, a multithreaded ray-tracing program from the SPEC JVM98
benchmark suite [36]; jbb, the SPEC JBB2000 business object simulator [36];
crypt, lufact, sparse, series, sor, moldyn, montecarlo, and raytracer from
the Java Grande benchmark suite [25]; the colt scientiﬁc computing library [6];
the raja ray tracer [21]; and and philo, a dining philosophers simulation [14].
We conﬁgured the Java Grande benchmarks to use four worker threads and the
largest data set provided. Table 1 shows statistics for both the “Original” programs and “Unrolled” variants in which RedCard transformed all inner-most
loops as described in Section 6. All experiments were performed on an Apple
Mac Pro with dual 3GHz quad-core Pentium Xeon processors and 12GB of memory running Sun’s Java HotSpot 64-bit Server VM version 1.6.0. Access counts
and running times are the average of ten executions.



Static Analysis Time. The time required by RedCard to process
the “Original” benchmarks was on average 18 seconds per thousand lines of code.
Approximately 40% of this time was spent loading class ﬁles and building the
internal data structures used by the WALA analysis engine. The remaining time
was primarily consumed by the RedCard dataﬂow analysis, which has not been
optimized. We believe substantial speed ups could be achieved by refactoring and
reﬁning our core data structures. Typically, less than 15% of the total running
time was spent solving Z3 queries, indicating that the SMT solver was not a
bottleneck. The more complex control ﬂow graphs in the “Unrolled” versions
led to an average processing time of 24 seconds per thousand lines of code.
Analysis time increased by roughly 50% when RedCard was conﬁgured to
identify ﬁeld and array proxies. Our prototype conjectures a large set of possible
ﬁeld and array proxies, and then checks the validity of each conjecture independently. Replacing this approach by a more eﬃcient algorithm that processes
multiple conjectures simultaneously would eliminate much of this overhead.
Although we have not optimized RedCard for speed, the initial results show
that it is no more expensive than existing whole-program techniques. For example, the geometric mean of the time required to process each program in the
JavaGrande suite was 101 sec. for Chord and 55 sec. for RedCard. These tools
are built on top of frameworks (Soot / WALA) with diﬀerent performance characteristics, and a more consistent implementation and analysis of them would
be required to draw deﬁnitive conclusions.
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Table 1. Percentage of run-time race checks eliminated under diﬀerent conﬁgurations

RC+Proxy

RedCard

Dynamically
NonRedundant

RC+Proxy

RedCard

Size
(lines)

Dynamically
NonRedundant

Program

Accesses
(Millions)

% Accesses Checked
Original
Unrolled

colt
111,162 1,102.42 99.6 99.9 99.6 99.3 99.9 99.9
crypt
1,255
2,150.0 56.4 59.2 46.7 40.7 44.6 43.5
lufact
1,627 7,531.07 99.1 99.4 99.4 99.1 99.3 99.3
moldyn
1,409 30,586.08 53.1 59.5 27.5 26.3 27.7 14.8
montecarlo
3,669 2,713.35 2.3 43.0 34.8 2.3 28.8 24.6
mtrt
11,315
24.23 40.2 77.8 77.0 40.2 77.7 76.8
raja
12,027
5.39 55.6 96.8 69.9 55.6 96.8 69.9
raytracer
1,971 39,560.09 51.5 86.2 34.0 48.4 83.2 31.0
sparse
868
7,244.5 83.0 90.5 56.1 34.6 42.1 42.1
series
967
4.0 75.0 83.3 66.7 0.1 33.3 33.3
sor
1,017 2,417.42 83.3 83.5 83.5 66.3 82.8 82.8
tsp
706
820.71 62.9 92.8 86.5 61.3 75.6 69.5
elevator
2,840
0.02 69.2 80.0 66.5 58.5 69.5 61.2
philo
86
<0.01 64.5 67.3 59.4 54.5 59.0 52.2
hedc
24,932
0.05 5.9 94.6 94.5 2.3 93.5 93.4
jbb
45,943 1,068.74 75.8 84.2 78.3 68.4 75.4 69.3
Geo. Mean
46.7 79.3 63.1 24.6 62.6 53.4

Redundant Check Elimination. Table 1 shows the number of accesses performed by each program. A precise race detector would need to check 100%
of those accesses. That table also shows how many of those checks could be
eliminated under three scenarios:
Dynamically NonRedundant: To gauge how well the inherently conservative RedCard analysis performs, we ﬁrst estimate the “optimal” set of instructions that could be annotated as NoCheck by examining run-time access
histories. Speciﬁcally, we ran each program and identiﬁed access instructions
that only referenced locations already accessed in the current span. We labeled
those instructions as NoCheck and all others as Check. This may over-estimate
the number of removable checks due to coverage limitations but seems a reasonable approximation for general comparisons.
RedCard: This column reports the percentage of run-time accesses corresponding to checks that the RedCard static analysis labeled as Check.
RC+Proxy: This column also uses RedCard to label accesses, but reasons
about shadow proxies for ﬁelds and arrays as well.
We show the number of accesses requiring run-time race checks for these scenarios as a percentage of the total number accesses. For the “Original” programs,
RedCard reduced the geometric mean of accesses checked to 79.3% of the total
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number of accesses. While still higher than the Dynamically NonRedundant
estimate of 46.7%, it does remove a substantial amount, and for a number of
programs, RedCard was close to the estimated optimal.
Inferring shadow proxies proved particularly useful for a number of programs,
as shown in the RC+Proxy column. For example, in raytracer, RedCard
recognized that the x, y, and z ﬁelds of a heavily-used 3-D point class were
proxies, leading to a reduction in the number of checks performed from 86% to
34%. Other programs, such as crypt, contained large arrays for which proxy
relations could be computed. Overall, RedCard with proxy inference roughly
cut in half the number of run-time race checks.3 Switching to the intra-procedural
mode still provided signiﬁcant beneﬁt, reducing the checking rate to about 83%
for RedCard, and to about 70% for RC+Proxy.
For the “Unrolled” programs, RedCard performed somewhat better and reduced the checking rate to roughly 63% for RedCard and to 53% for
RC+Proxy.
Overall, these results are quite promising. We note that there is high variance
in how well RedCard performs relative to the estimated optimal. In those cases
where RedCard performed poorly, imprecisions in aliasing information, array
index computations, or loop invariant conjectures made it unable to verify that
commonly exercised instructions could be tagged as NoCheck. Improving these
items would enable RedCard to reason about more subtle code.
Run-time Performance. We now examine how RedCard improves the runtime performance of the FastTrack precise dynamic race detector [18]. FastTrack loads unmodiﬁed Java class ﬁles and instruments synchronization and
memory operations to generate an event stream. It processes those events as
the program executes.FastTrack tracks happens-before orderings between synchronization and memory accesses using an adaptive epoch-based representation.
FastTrack’s representation of the happens-before relation is quite time and
space eﬃcient compared to other precise detectors, but it must check every access
and maintain shadow state for every location. Table 2 shows the base running
time of our target programs, as well as the slowdown incurred by FastTrack.
When running FastTrack and our other analysis tools, all classes loaded by the
benchmark programs were instrumented, except those from the standard Java
libraries. The timing measurements include the time to load, instrument, and
execute the target program startup time. On average, using FastTrack led to
a slowdown of 7.5x. Memory accesses are far more common than synchronization
operations in Java programs, and the vast majority of FastTrack’s overhead
is caused by monitoring ﬁeld and array accesses.
The fourth column in Table 2 shows the slowdown of FastTrack when
used in conjunction with RedCard. That redundancy analysis reduced FastTrack’s average slowdown from 7.5x to 7.1x. Including shadow proxy analysis
further reduced the average slowdown to 5.7x, thereby eliminating approximately
25% of FastTrack’s run-time overhead, as computed as the ratio of the run3

RC+Proxy may yield better results than Dynamically NonRedundant because
that estimate does not take possible proxy relationships into account.
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Table 2. Performance results. Programs marked with * are not compute-bound and
are excluded from the mean slowdowns.
Shadow
Locations

colt
crypt
lufact
moldyn
montecarlo
mtrt
raja
raytracer
sparse
series
sor
tsp
elevator*
philo*
hedc*
jbb*
Geo. Mean

11 16.0
7
1.2
4
5.6
4
7.5
4
5.8
5
0.4
2
0.4
4
5.8
4
5.9
4 150.1
4
2.3
5
0.6
5
5.0
6
9.3
6
4.7
5 73.9

1.1
35.4
8.2
10.5
9.1
11.8
6.8
14.2
19.9
1.0
6.2
7.3
1.2
0.6
1.3
1.2
7.5

RC+Proxy
(% of Base)

Base Count
(x 105 )

RC+Proxy

RedCard

RC+Proxy
FastTrack


RC+Proxy

Base
Thread
Time
Count
(sec)

RedCard

Program

FastTrack



Slowdown (x Base Time)
Original
Unrolled

1.1 1.1 (0.96) 1.1 1.0
5.1 90.0
35.1 13.1 (0.37) 35.0 20.6 1,262.8 13.8
7.7 7.7 (0.94) 8.1 8.2
40.1 99.9
7.9 4.7 (0.45) 12.8 6.8
4.7 56.2
8.2 8.3 (0.91) 8.2 8.0 1,825.2 100.0
10.9 9.5 (0.81) 10.7 9.6
23.0 97.5
7.2 6.4 (0.94) 7.1 6.5
9.6 59.0
12.5 6.0 (0.42) 12.0 5.9 2,098.6 43.7
19.9 19.6 (0.99) 20.6 20.8 159.7 100.0
1.0 1.0 (1.00) 1.0 1.0
20.0 100.0
6.1 5.9 (0.94) 6.5 6.7
40.0 100.0
7.1 7.1 (0.97) 11.1 10.8
1.6 100.0
1.2 1.2 (1.00) 1.2 1.2
<0.1 86.5
0.5 0.6 (1.02) 0.6 0.7
<0.1 77.3
1.3 1.3 (0.99) 1.4 1.3
0.4 100.0
1.2 1.2 (1.00) 1.2 1.2 925.0 82.1
7.1 5.7 (0.76) 7.7 6.4
74.8

ning time of FastTrack conﬁgured to use RedCard with proxies and FastTrack’s original running time in the parenthesized column. The improvements
are not linear in the number of checks removed, due to other factors that can
impact overall performance, such as lock contention on FastTrack’s internal
data structures and memory caching eﬀects.
We had expected that the unrolled variants would exhibit greater performance
improvements since RedCard eliminated more checks in them. However, they
were actually about 15-20% slower on average. The primary cause of the slowdown appears to be the HotSpot JIT compilation engine, which was less able
to optimize the unrolled code’s larger methods and more complex control structures. We believe a tighter integration of the transformations, analysis, and JIT
compilation strategy would mitigate these factors.
The last two columns in Table 2 evaluate RedCard’s impact on the shadow
memory maintained by FastTrack. The “Base Count” columns shows the number of distinct memory locations accessed by each program (and hence, the number of shadow locations FastTrack must allocate and maintain). A “shadow
proxy-aware” FastTrack can avoid allocating shadows for all proxied memory locations, as described in Section 5. For the target programs, this led to a
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roughly 25% average reduction in the number of allocated shadows. There is high
variance among the benchmarks. Some programs in which no interesting proxy
relationships were found show little change in the memory footprint, but others,
such as crypt, moldyn and raytracer, show dramatic improvement, especially
in how many shadow locations were allocated for tracking accesses to arrays.
Comparison to Chord. We also performed preliminary experiments to compare RedCard’s ability to ﬁnd redundancy to that of Chord, a sound static
analysis for identifying accesses that may be involved in a data race [30]. Chord
and other sound static analyses can often identify speciﬁc data structures or
memory references guaranteed to be free of races, they may be used to verify or
infer NoCheck annotations. Chord uses a collection of complex whole-program
analyses to reason about reachability, aliasing, locking, and thread ordering. As
such, Chord requires much more global reasoning than RedCard’s span-modular
redundancy analysis, particularly when used in the intra-procedural mode.
To gauge how well RedCard is able to reason about redundancy when compared to static analyses like Chord, we checked each benchmark program with
Chord and labeled all accesses potentially involved in races as Check. All other
accesses were labeled NoCheck. While the average reduction in checks across all
benchmarks was roughly on par with RedCard, Chord’s ability to reason about
individual programs varied greatly. Less than 1% of the run-time checks were
eliminated in some programs that use arrays heavily (crypt, moldyn, raytracer,
sparse, series, sor). For other programs, greater than 99% of the run-time
checks were eliminated (lufact and mtrt). We believe this bi-modal behavior
is caused by several factors: Chord’s handling of arrays is less precise than ours,
and it seemed able to recognize that heavily used data structures in lufact
and mtrt are thread-local and thus required no checking. Adding a thread-local
analysis to RedCard may allow it to similarly remove many of these checks.

8

Related Work

Precise dynamic data race detectors typically represent the happens-before relation with vector clocks (VCs) [28], as in the Djit+ race detector [32]. VCs are
expensive to maintain, however. The FastTrack race detector uses an adaptive epoch-based representation to reduce the space and time requirements of
VCs [18]. Other optimizations include dynamic escape analyses [8,38] or “accordion” vector clocks that reduce space overheads for programs with short-lived
threads [10]. Diﬀerent representations of the happens-before relation have also
been explored [14]. Despite these improvements, the overhead of precise detectors
can still be prohibitively high.
Similar notions of redundancy and release-free spans have been used in other
settings. For example, the IFRit race detector uses the same insight about lock
releases in its notion of interference-free regions [13], which were originally designed to facilitate compiler optimizations for race-free programs [12]. The IFRit
race detector monitors execution and reports a data race when multiple concurrently executing interference-free regions access the same variable. IFRit is
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faster than FastTrack, but is not precise and may miss some races. In contrast,
RedCard can identify redundancies for any dynamic race detector, without introducing any false positives of false negatives. That is, any accesses identiﬁed as
redundant can be skipped by any race detector without changing the guarantees
provided by that detector.
Another study uses similar concepts to verify programmer-speciﬁed ownership
policies [27], but that analysis is more restricted in its ability to reason about
aliasing and function calls, and it requires programmers to specify when a thread
has exclusive access to memory locations, rather than inferring it. Raman et al.
developed a race condition algorithm for the very diﬀerent context of structured
parallelism, as in Cilk or X10 [33]. Their technique applies check hoisting and
check elimination optimizations similar in spirit to RedCard to this domain.
Their experimental results ﬁnd fewer opportunities for optimization than RedCard, most likely due to either limitations in the precision in their analysis or
the nature of programs written for such systems.
Many static analysis techniques for identifying races have also been explored,
including systems based on types [1,3,23], model checking [7,29,42] and dataﬂow
analysis [15], as well as scalable whole-program analyses [30,40]. While static race
detection provides the potential to detect all race conditions over all program
paths, decidability limitations imply that any sound static race detector may
produce false alarms. As mentioned previously, these static analyses can often
identify speciﬁc data structures or memory references guaranteed to be free of
races and may thus be used to verify or infer NoCheck annotations. However,
soundness of the static analysis is essential to avoid missing data races. Many of
the mentioned static analyses are either unsound by design or unsound in their
implementations to reduce the number of spurious warnings (see, e.g., [1, 15]).
Their focus on identifying race-free accesses rather than redundant race checks
also lead to diﬀerent design choices in terms of precision and scalability.
Gross et al. present a global static analysis to improve the precision and
performance of a LockSet-based detector [38]. In contrast to RedCard’s focus
on redundant checks, their analysis, while it does eliminate some redundant
checks on ﬁeld accesses in a fairly restrictive way, is primarily designed to identify
objects on which no races can occur. As such, their algorithm requires global
aliasing information, as well as a static approximation of the happens-before
graph for the whole program. Moreover, their reliance on an imprecise race
detector leads their system to both miss races and report spurious warnings.
They also do not support arrays.
Choi et al. present a diﬀerent global analysis for removing run-time race checks
for accesses guaranteed to be race-free [8]. Despite the primary focus on identifying race-free accesses, it does include elements closer in spirit to RedCard.
In particular, the analysis eliminates some redundant checks via a simple intraprocedural analysis. However, their notion of redundancy is less general than
ours. They cannot, for example, track redundancy across method calls, reason about array accesses, or model synchronization operations as precisely as
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RedCard. In addition, their analysis is tailored for use with a variant of the
imprecise LockSet algorithm. RedCard can be used to optimize any detector.
Various alias analyses have used notions similar to our available paths. For
example, Fink et al. compute must and must-not aliases via access paths as part
of an analysis to verify type-state protocols [16]. RedCard goes beyond that
approach by supporting synchronization operations, a more precise model of arrays, and reasoning about race conditions. At ﬁrst glance, RedCard seems to
perform similar reasoning to analyses for redundant load elimination optimizations in compilers for concurrent languages, as in [4, 24, 39] for example. Our
notion of redundancy, however, focuses on which locations have been accessed,
and not on whether a value read from memory may be subsequently reused, as
illustrated in Section 3. This leads to a more general notion of redundancy more
amenable to analysis by tools speciﬁcally designed to reason about it.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by NSF grants 0905650, 1116883
and 1116825. We thank James Wilcox for his assistance on the experiments.
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